Video review (only ru)
Watch a short video to get started - https://livecapper.ru/bet365/basketball/basketball.mp4

Concept
The bot calculates the approximate handicap and total line for the game and quarters at bet365, and if
there is an error or sharp drops in the line, it sends a signal to the telegram channel:

Consider a normal game, for example:
https://livecapper.ru/bet365/basketball/event.php?id=4595961&t=spread
The bot did not find a deviation of more than 2-3 points in the game. This is a simple game, with a
simple line:

Those. The script's miscalculations are comparable to bet365's regular bet calculations. Bets, if made,
then in both directions, that the balance was kept.

Now consider the "killed" line (very drop line)
Good game send an hour before the announcement:
http://livecapper.ru/bet365/basketball/event.php?id=4594360&t=spread

Look, the handicap at the first was -7.5, after it -17.5, with the score unchanged, almost 10 points were
lost. The bot highlights the deviation from the norm in red, and the normal line, which should be green,
is also written on the side of the drop for convenience.
In this example, the handicap deviation was about 10 points.

About inaccuracies
The algorithm is not perfect, but working. In the course of testing, I noticed that when there is a lot of
pressure on the favorite or points are quickly scored, the bet365 can correct the line and simply increase
the handicap. Like, for example here –
https://livecapper.ru/bet365/basketball/event.php?id=4597118&t=total_points
Here, you can even see how the deviation from the norm began to drop smoothly:

I would advise to simply ignore such signals and not attach much importance to them, of course you can
watch them, but I think this is a simple line correction.

About bets
The main task of the bot is, of course, to find great bets, but sometimes even a very dropped line does
not win. Therefore, to get a guaranteed profit at a distance, you must bet on the sleep line of local
bookmakers, of course, if you have your own strategies, use them, I only write that it works guaranteed
at a distance.
For example, consider the last game again:
http://livecapper.ru/bet365/basketball/event.php?id=4594360&t=spread
At the time of the signal, bet365 offered -17.5 handicap

At that time, local bookmakers offered only -6.5. The difference was almost 11 points. Even if this is
not a fix game, which I doubt of course, just as a value bet is very strong.

Nice 

I want to promote this bot as a tool for your convenience. But, nevertheless, if there is time and good
signals, I will sometimes post some bets on the channel. But I think after reading all of them you will be
able to find something interesting bets.
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1xMDouPwKFVNIOrZM1mORnZbA715-B2zMz0CCNuKO0Q/edit#gid=1926477947

The stat will be available on the tab and only at my bets, if I publish such on the channel. And the
statistics will be broken down into the number of difference points from our bookmakers and the
league, in order to further analyze and make the best filter. In the future, there may be full automation.

End
in general, success is quite simple - you see a significant difference from your local bookmaker - bet!
The interface is available in Russian and English. Highlighting in red is the bet365 deviation, green is the
line that should be in a normal game. The last 2 tabs are the approximate difference from the norm and
the side of the drop (home / away, over / under).

